
 
FITMAS: Day 9 

Time Trials

Treadmill

Warm Up

Equipment Needed: 

Good morning my beautiful angels...it's cardio day once again! If you're

anything like me, the name of this workout both absolutely terrifies you

AND reminds you of something shitty you probably tried to get out of in

high school. But guess what? We aren't in high school anymore (thank

the lord) and we also train because we want too, not because a grown

up with track pants and a whistle is forcing it upon us. So let's get our

game faces on, and get ready for a challenge.   

Run at a moderate pace on the treadmill for 5 minutes. You're going to

want to get some serious music ready as you do this for what's about

to happen.

For each of these time trials, you are going to measure HOW LONG

you can run/walk at a certain speed and incline. The true goal is just to

hang on as long as you possibly can (so it's time to get mentally tough

and refuse to give up when it gets tough). 

 

Before you begin, it's up to you to decide if you are a beginner,

intermediate, or advanced athlete. Please please don't just choose

beginner because you're not in the mood to work hard or push

yourself, okay?! Take into account what your cardio is currently like,

and look at the speeds and see what is reasonable for you. I am not

naturally a runner, but thanks to all of your support and my

consistency over the last year of doing TFGG, I will be doing the

advanced today, so thank you for that lol.

How this works:
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Beginner: 8MPH/7MPH/6MPH

Intermediate: 9MPH/8MPH/7MPH

Advanced: 10MPH/9MPH/8MPH

*set the incline to 0%

Part 2. Incline Trial

You are going to begin by testing the fastest speed of whichever

level you choose (so for beginner: 8 / intermediate: 9 / advanced:

10) and you are going to run for AS LONG AS YOU CAN AT THAT

PACE!

Make sure to record your time and speed as soon as you are

finished. This is non-negotiable and is an essential part of the

workout. Do it in the notes of your phone, it's right there!!

Rest for 2 full minutes

Once you are rested and ready, you are going to test the middle

speed. Once again, hang on for as long as possible!

Record and rest for 2 more minutes. Repeat this again on the final

and slowest speed. You've got this!

Part 1: Speed Trial

*set the incline to 15%

Beginner: 4MPH/3.5MPH/3MPH

Intermediate: 5MPH/4.5MPH/4MPH

Advanced: 6MPH/5.5MPH/5MPH
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You are going to begin by testing the fastest speed of whichever

level you choose (so for beginner: 4 / intermediate: 5 / advanced: 6)

and you are going to run/walk for AS LONG AS YOU CAN AT

THAT PACE! It should go without saying that you are never allowed

to hold on to the treadmill at any point.

Make sure to record your time and speed as soon as you are

finished. This is non-negotiable and is an essential part of the

workout. Do it in the notes of your phone, it's right there!!

Rest for 2 full minutes

Once you are rested and ready, you are going to test the middle

speed. Once again, hang on for as long as possible!

Record and rest for 2 more minutes. Repeat this again on the final

and slowest speed. You've got this!

Stretch & Foam Roll
Spend as much time as you can here! I know your legs and glutes

are sore from yesterday, so really get in there and release as much

tension as you can by spending extra time rolling out those knots.

xo


